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What tools you need to learn Spanish 
 

A Free gift from http://www.listenlearnspanish.com/ 
 
Here comes the good news.  

Most of these tools and resources can be found online, others are quire inexpensive. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Dictionary 

 
 
You need Spanish-English and English-Spanish dictionary. You can find both of them online for free. 

Spanish-English dictionary is more important and more necessary, what is more, the bigger it is, the 

better.  

Here are some free online resources. 

Free online resources: 

http://www.spanishdict.com/ - online Spanish-English/English-Spanish dictionary and translator 

http://www.freedict.com/onldict/spa.html - online Spanish-English/English-Spanish dictionary 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Grammar book  

 
Grammar book should only be used as a reference – it’s intended to be neither a novel nor a textbook. 

 The well written grammar book however provides you with enough grammar exercises and drills, 

rather that just explanations of Spanish grammar rules. 

Free online resources: 

http://www.studyspanish.com/tutorial.htm - online Spanish grammar 

http://www.trinity.edu/mstroud/grammar/ - online Spanish grammar exercises 

http://www.colby.edu/~bknelson/SLC/index.php - online Spanish grammar exercises 

http://www.cicclapaz.com/spanishonline.html - online Spanish grammar exercises 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Flash cards 
 
Flash cards were invented to help you learn Spanish words and phrases. You can find online for free 

both in a ready-to-print forms and in electronic format.  

Free online resources: 

http://wordsgalore.com/ - downloadable flashcards + dictionary 

http://quizlet.com/subject/spanish/ - online Spanish flashcards 

http://www.spanish.cc/ - online English-Spanish flashcards 

http://www.pdictionary.com/spanish/flashcards.php - online Spanish flashcards 

http://www.espanol-ingles.com.mx/flashcards/index.html#readymade – ready-made flash cards  
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Phrase book  

 
In a phrase book you’re going to find Spanish words and phrases, grouped around various situations. 

Phrase book should not be read as a textbook either, but rather as a reference instead, as well as to 

expand your vocabulary in the area you need to. 

Free online resource: 

http://www.espanol-ingles.com.mx/phrase_book/spanish/index.html - online Spanish phrasebook 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Notebook and logvoc  
 
In a notebook you can write down everything you consider difficult or important. While notebook is 

optional, logvoc is more important. A logvoc is a written form of your Spanish vocabulary and 

contains all the words you learn in chronological order. It shows you not only how many Spanish 

words and phrases you know, it allows you to make reviews them regularly and suggests various 

techniques that help you better memorize them. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

PC with internet connection  
 
I know that if you are reading this now, you have a computer. When I made my first steps in Spanish, I 

didn’t have a computer. In the area of Internet and global communications however, even a modest 

PC provided with Internet connection, can not only save you lots of work. It can shoot you in a rocket 

speed to fluency. In Internet there are so many resources in Spanish that one has no excuse to 

complain.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

TV (satellite/cable) and radio  
 
A satellite or cable TV set is vital if you can’t or don’t want to communicate regularly with Spanish 

speaking people. You can learn to listen and to talk in Spanish by TV and radio, without talking to any 

life people.   

Free online resources: 

http://www.e-spanyol.hu/en/radio.php - a list of various Spanish online radio stations by country 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Recording / playback tool 
 
Listening alone cannot help you learn any language. To get fluent in Spanish, you have to talk. To 

make progress however you need to track your progress and correct your mistakes. In the beginning 

listening to your own recorded voice might discourage you, but anyway it’s the key to constantly 

improve your pronunciation. 

 

Free online resources: 
Audacity is an excellent and easy to work with tool for recording and playback. You can 

download it here: http://www.brothersoft.com/audacity-51574.html 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 


